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Abstract
Kullback–Leibler divergence and the Neyman–Pearson lemma are two fundamental concepts in statistics.
Both are about likelihood ratios: Kullback–Leibler divergence is the expected log-likelihood ratio, and
the Neyman–Pearson lemma is about error rates of likelihood ratio tests. Exploring this connection gives
another statistical interpretation of the Kullback–Leibler divergence in terms of the loss of power of the
likelihood ratio test when the wrong distribution is used for one of the hypotheses. In this interpretation,
the standard non-negativity property of the Kullback–Leibler divergence is essentially a restatement of
the optimal property of likelihood ratios established by the Neyman–Pearson lemma. The asymmetry of
Kullback–Leibler divergence is overviewed in information geometry.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let P and Q be two probability distributions. If P and Q have probability density functions
p(x) and q(x) overRk , respectively, theKullback–Leibler (KL) divergence fromP toQ is deﬁned
by
D(P,Q) =
∫
p(x) log
p(x)
q(x)
dx. (1)
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See [10]. Another way of writing D is
D(P,Q) = L(P, P ) − L(P,Q), (2)
where
L(P,Q) = EP {log q(x)},
and the symbol EP means taking the expectation over the distribution P .
Two fundamental properties of D are
• non-negativity: D(P,Q)0 with equality if and only if P = Q.
• asymmetry: D(P,Q) = D(Q,P ).
KL divergence plays a central role in the theory of statistical inference. Properties of D, in
particular its asymmetry, are exploited through the concept of dual afﬁne connections in the “in-
formation geometry” of [2,3], see also [7,9,12].A well-known application isAkaike’s information
criterion (AIC) used to control over-ﬁtting in statistical modeling [1].
In this note we suggest some statistical interpretations of KL divergence which can help our
understanding of this important theoretical concept. Section 2 reviews the well-known connec-
tions with maximum likelihood and expected log-likelihood ratios. Section 3 shows how the
Neyman–Pearson lemma gives a new interpretation of D and gives an alternative proof of the
non-negativity property. Section 4 overviews the understanding of the asymmetry of D from the
information geometric point of view. An extension of the argument is mentioned with relation to
discriminant analysis in Section 5.
2. Well-known statistical interpretations of D
2.1. Maximum likelihood
Given a random sample x1, x2, . . . , xn from the underlying distribution P , let Pn be the empir-
ical distribution, which puts probability 1/n on each sample value xi . Now let Q be a statistical
model f (x, ) with unknown parameter . Then the empirical version of L(P,Q) is
L(Pn,Q) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
log f (xi , ).
Apart from the factor 1/n, this is just the log-likelihood function. Note that the empirical version
L(Pn,Q) reduces to the population version L(P,Q) for any n by taking its expectation, i.e.
EP {L(Pn,Q)} = L(P,Q). Hence, from (2), maximizing the likelihood to ﬁnd the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE) is analogous to ﬁnding  which minimizes D(P,Q). It is obvious
that the best possible model is the one that ﬁts the data exactly, i.e. when P = Q, so for any
general model Q
L(P,Q)L(P, P )
which is just the same as the non-negativity property D(P,Q)0. Asymmetry is equally clear
because of the very distinct roles of P (the data) and Q (the model). Just as likelihood measures
how well a model explains the data, so we can think of D as measuring the lack of ﬁt between
model and data relative to a perfect ﬁt.
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It follows from the law of large numbers that the MLE converges almost surely to
(P ) = argmin

D(P,Q). (3)
If P = Q then (P ) = . This outlines the elegant proof of the consistency of the MLE by Wald
[14]. In this way, KL divergence helps us to understand the theoretical properties of the maximum
likelihood method.
2.2. Likelihood ratios
Now suppose that P and Q are possible models for data (vector) X, which we now think of
as being a null hypothesis H and an alternative hypothesis A. Suppose that X has probability
density or mass function fH (x) under H and fA(x) under A. Then the log-likelihood ratio is
 = (x) = log fA(x)
fH (x)
. (4)
If these two hypotheses are reasonably well separated, intuition suggests that (x) will tend to be
positive if A is true (the correct model fA ﬁts the data better than wrong model fH ), and will tend
to be negative if H is true (then we would expect fH to ﬁt the data better than fA). The expected
values of (x) are
EA{(x)} = D(PA, PH ), (5)
EH {(x)} = −D(PH , PA). (6)
Thus, D(PA, PH ) is the expected log-likelihood ratio when the alternative hypothesis is true.
The larger is the likelihood ratio, the more evidence we have for the alternative hypothesis. In
this interpretation, D is reminiscent of the power function in hypothesis testing, measuring the
degree to which the data will reveal that the null hypothesis is false when the alternative is in
fact true. Both this, and its dual when H is true, are zero when the two hypotheses coincide so
that no statistical discrimination is possible. The asymmetry property of D corresponds to the
asymmetric roles that the null and alternative hypotheses play in the theory of hypothesis testing.
3. Interpreting D through the Neyman–Pearson lemma
Using the set up of Section 2.2, the Neyman–Pearson lemma establishes the optimality of the
likelihood ratio critical region
W = {x : (x)u}, (7)
in terms of Types I and II error rates. If we choose u such that PH (W) = , the likelihood ratio
test offers W as a critical region with size . For any other critical region W ∗ with the same size,
i.e. with PH (W) = PH (W ∗), the lemma claims that
PA(W)PA(W ∗). (8)
The proof is easily shown by noting that (x)u on the difference set W −W ∗ and (x) < u on
W ∗ −W , and then integrating the density function fA(x) separately over W −W ∗ and W ∗ −W
leads to
PA(W) − PA(W ∗)eu{PH (W) − PH (W ∗)}. (9)
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This yields (8) from the size  condition on W and W ∗. The lemma and proof are covered in most
text books on mathematical statistics, for example [4,11].
However, to use the optimal test we need to know both fH (x) and fA(x) so that we have the
correct log-likelihood ratio (x). Suppose we misspeciﬁed the alternative hypothesis as fQ(x)
instead of fA(x). We would then use the incorrect log-likelihood ratio
˜ = ˜(x) = log fQ(x)
fH (x)
. (10)
The same argument as that used in arriving at (9) now gives
PA( > u) − PA(˜ > u)eu{PH ( > u) − PH (˜ > u)}. (11)
The left-hand side of this inequality is the loss of power when our test is based on ˜(x) instead
of (x). To measure the overall loss of power for different thresholds u we can integrate this over
all possible values of u from −∞ to +∞. Integration by parts gives
power =
∫ ∞
−∞
{PA( > u) − PA(˜ > u)} du
=
∫
( − ˜)fA(x) dx =
∫
log
fA(x)
fQ(x)
fA(x) dx
by the deﬁnition of the expectations of  and ˜. Cf. a general formula at page 94–95 in [13]. Doing
the same thing to the right-hand side of (11) gives∫ ∞
−∞
eu{PH ( > u) − PH (˜ > u)} du =
∫
(e − e˜)fH (x) dx = 1 − 1 = 0.
Hence we get
power = D(PA,Q)0. (12)
We remark that the Neyman–Pearson lemma (8) is given by adjusting cut off points from the size
 condition, while the result (11) is given by integrating with the common cut off point.
We now have another interpretation of D: the KL divergence from PA to Q measures how
much power we lose with the likelihood ratio test if we misspecify the alternative hypothesis PA
as Q. The non-negativity ofD in (12) is essentially a restatement of the Neyman–Pearson lemma.
Interestingly, this argument is independent of the choice of null hypothesis.
We get a dualistic version of this if we imagine that it is the null hypothesis that is misspeciﬁed.
If we mistakenly take the null as fQ(x) instead of fH (x), we would now use the log-likelihood
ratio
˜ = ˜(x) = log fA(x)
fQ(x)
.
Multiply both sides of the inequality (11) by e−u to give
e−u{PA( > u) − PA(˜ > u)}PH ( > u) − PH (˜ > u) (13)
and integrate both sides with respect to u as before. This gives∫
(e− − e−˜)fA(x) dx
∫
( − ˜)fH (x) dx (14)
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which leads to
power = D(PH ,Q)0. (15)
KL divergence now corresponds to loss of power if we misspecify the null hypothesis. Note the
essential asymmetry in these arguments: power is explicitly about the alternative hypothesis, and
in arriving at the second version we have integrated the power difference using a different weight
function.
Let  be amonotone increasing function.Then the argument similar to (11) leads to an inequality
PA
(

(
fA
fH
)
> u
)
− PA
(

(
fQ
fH
)
> u
)
−1(u)
{
PH
(

(
fA
fH
)
> u
)
− PH
(

(
fQ
fH
)
> u
)}
. (16)
However, the integration of both sides of (16) depends on the choice of null hypothesis, or fH
unless  = log. This implies that the KL divergence D uniquely suggests the relations (12)
and (15).
4. Asymmetry of D in information geometry
We overview non-Riemannian geometry associated with the asymmetry of KL divergence in
the information geometry. Let P be a space of probability density functions on Rk . We consider
a statistical model speciﬁed by
M = {f (x, ) ∈ P :  ∈ }, (17)
with a parameter vector  = (1, . . . , d)′ of a parameter space . Then the information metric
g, the exponential connection (e) and the mixture connection (m) are deﬁned by the parameter
vector  as follows:
gij () = 〈if (x, ), j log f (x, )〉,
(e)ij,k() = 〈ij log f (x, ), kf (x, )〉
and
(m)ij,k() = 〈ij f (x, ), k log f (x, )〉,
where i is the partial differential with respect to i and 〈a, b〉 denotes the L2 inner product
deﬁned by
∫
a(x)b(x) dx. We note that 12 (
(e) + (m)) is the Riemannian metric with respect to
the informationmetric g. In general(e) and(m) are different, which implies the non-Riemannian
nature. Let P and Q be two probability distributions with probability density functions p and q,
respectively. Then two paths connecting between p and q are deﬁned in the function space P of
probability densities as follows:
C(e) = {Zt exp(t logp(x) + (1 − t) log q(x)) : 0 t1}
and
C(m) = {tp(x) + (1 − t)q(x) : 0 t1},
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where Zt is the normalizing constant such that Zt = [
∫
exp{t logp(z) + (1 − t) log q(z)} dz]−1.
Hence the paths C(e) and C(m) are (e)-geodesic and (m)-geodesic, respectively. The difference
of (e) and (m) leads to that of C(e) and C(m). More statistically any exponential family
E = {exp(′t(x) − ()) :  ∈ }
is (e)-ﬂat, while any moment matching family
M = {p ∈ P : Ep{t(x)} = }
is (m)-ﬂat, where  is a constant vector. Immediately we observe that any exponential curve
connecting two members of E is in E ; any mixture curve connecting two members of M is in M.
Consider a contrastive divergence  on the space P × P such that
(p, q)0, with equality if and only if p = q a.e. (18)
Cf. [5,6]. We assume the differentiability of  over M × M restricted from P × P writing
(1, 2) = (f (·, 1), f (·, 2)). Then the restriction associates with a Riemannian metric g(),
a pair of linear connections () and ∗() on the differentiable manifold M , cf. [6]. In fact the
Riemannian metric is given by
g
()
ij () = −(i |j )(),
where the symbol (i |j )() denotes, in general,
(i · · · |j · · ·)() = 
i1
· · · 
j2
· · · (1, 2)
∣∣∣∣∣
1=,2=
.
By deﬁnition any contrastive divergence  has a minimum 0 on the diagonal {(, ) :  ∈ },
and the metric g() gives the primary approximation around the diagonal. Next we introduce()ij,k
and ∗()ij,k as
()ij,k = −(ij |k),
∗()ij,k = −(k|ij ).
Weﬁnd that the application of the general formula toKLdivergenceD offers the three geometric
objects g(D) and (D), ∗(D) as
(g(D),(D), ∗(D)) = (g,(m),(e)),
with the information metric g, m-connection (m) and e-connection (e) as deﬁned above. We
conclude that the asymmetry of D leads to different connections (m) and (e), which asso-
ciate with dualistic Riemannian geometry in the sense that 12 (
(m) + (e)) is Riemannian metric
connection with respect to the information metric g.
5. Relation to discriminant analysis
We remark a close relation of discussion in Section 3 with the discriminant analysis. Let
w(u) > 0 be any weight function. Then the integration of both sides of (11) multiplied by w(u)
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gives a loss function in discriminant analysis, cf. [9]. The typical example is minus a sigmoid
function w(u) = 1/{1 + exp(u)}, which yields a logistic discriminant function.
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of a test statistic is the graph of the power
(one minus the Type II error) against the size (Type I error) as the threshold u takes all possible
values. Thus, the two sides of inequality (11) are about the differences in coordinates of two ROC
curves, one for the optimum (x) and the other for the sub-optimum statistic ˜(x). Integrating each
side of (11) over u is ﬁnding aweighted area between these two curves. The smaller is this area, the
closer are the statistical properties of ˜(x) to those of (x) in the context of discriminant analysis.
Eguchi and Copas [9] exploit this interpretation by minimizing this area over a parametric family
of statistics ˜(x). In this waywe can ﬁnd a class of discriminant functionswhich best approximates
the true, but generally unknown, log-likelihood ratio statistic. The idea is extended to multi-class
case in a context of machine learning, cf. [12,9,7].
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